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Although proving negligence of the liable party is required in order to acquire los angeles personal
injury  compensations, there are particular exceptions. One of the more known exceptions in the
State of California is the existence of strict liability rule. In California, particular personal injury-
related accidents can be proven using the strict liability rule. Under the rule, the victim may have the
right to obtain injury payments without proving the negligence of the liable party.

Common Uses of Strict Liability Rule in California

In California, certain personal injury-based accidents may be pursued by utilizing the Stateâ€™s strict
liability rule.

1. Products liability â€“ a known application of strict liability rule is for products liability cases. A person
who gets injured due to a defective or faulty product may use strict liability rule when claiming for
personal injury payments. Under the principle of strict product liability, product manufacturers as
well as the product distributors and retailers may be held liable if their merchandise injured a
consumer.

In products liability claims, the victim may no longer need to prove that there was negligence on the
part of the liable parties. Instead, because of strict liability rule, the liable individuals may be required
to provide compensations to the injured victim. Under the law, product manufacturers are compelled
to produce safe and quality products.

2. Dog bite accidents â€“ in California, dog owners are prompted to ensure that their pets cannot do
harm to other people. The State imposes strict liability rule for pet owners; hence, dog bite victims
may not need to prove the negligence of the owner. Pursuant to the rule, careless dog owners may
be implored to provide economic and even non-economic damages to the victims of their pets.

Legal Assistance for Strict Liability-related Cases

Even though strict liability may seem easy to prove, injury victims must still consider seeking legal
assistance from accident lawyers Los Angeles in order to successfully win the claim. Just like any
type of civil cases, strict liability-based claims may become complicated to prove or to assert for.
Hence, having an expert injury attorney should be sought.

Accident lawyers Los Angeles are well-adept with the legal rudiments of strict liability rule. In relation
to this, injury attorneys are also skilled in asserting for products liability claims as well as dog bite
accident cases. Furthermore, personal injury litigators are proficient in dealing with insurance
companies; hence, victims will never have a difficulty in managing insurance-related tasks.
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